The Ojibway Club
2017 Art Show

The 2017 Ojibway Art Show Catalogue introduction
The Ojibway Art Show returns to August! We are proud to introduce our August community to
the artists that will be participating in this year’s Ojibway Art Show. In this catalogue, you will see
representative images of the work each artist creates. These images may not be the exact pieces that
will be for sale at this year’s show but they will give you a flavour for each artist’s aesthetic.
Many of these artists are your favourites from years past, who continue to interpret our theme of
“The North” in ways that meaningfully connect with their public. In addition to our regulars, the Jury has
been very busy this winter attending art shows and scouting out new artists for the show. We are very
excited to welcome younger ‘cottager’ artists who are just starting out with their medium or getting back to
their creative muses. We are excited to support them in their efforts.
As in the past, we will have a significant Native presence brought to us from Manitoulin Island
thanks to Mike Douglas: quill baskets, hand-painted lamps, paintings and more. We also welcome artists
from Parry Sound.
Finally, we welcome back again this year Nancy Meier who continues with her global outreach in
Uganda and we thank Cam Richardson for helping us bring back the L’Arche craft studio as well. Feast
your eyes and we hope to see you at the show!!
Helen Bryce,
Ojibway Art Show Coordinator

Friday, August 11 – 5pm – 7pm
Saturday, August 12 – 10am - 4pm
Sunday, August 13 – 10am – 2pm
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Peter Adams
Creemore, Ontario
email - peteradamsart@hotmail.com
Medium - Oil; Mixed-Media
Artist’s Profile
Peter Adams was born in Glasgow, Scotland, and has lived most of his life in
Toronto. Adams has a degree in Film Studies from Queen's University but
now directs all his creative energy toward painting. Since moving to a farm
near Creemore in 1998, he has spent many years exploring the surrounding landscape -- and the everchanging human relationship with landscape. He is especially interested in the realm in which human
and natural worlds meet - both in harmony and in opposition.
An oil painter for 25 years, Adams' most recent work is marked by a transition to mixed media.
Combining conte, acrylic washes, paint markers, oil sticks and oil paint, these works have opened up
many new expressive possibilities for the artist. Adams' work is exhibited in many galleries in Ontario,
and can be found in many private and public collections in North America and abroad.
Description
My artwork has always represented a response to changes happening in my immediate surroundings.
(Having been trained as a filmmaker years ago, I still have instincts of a documentarian.) Most
significantly, my move from an urban environment to a rural setting 15 years ago, has led me to focus
much of my attention on the abandoned and collapsing structures of an evolving agricultural industry. I
have long been interested in the realm in which human and natural worlds meet - both in harmony and
in opposition. I am fascinated by the human relationship with landscape and subjects that have some
poetic juxtaposition of harmony and conflict, growth and decay, grace and tragedy.
My current work is largely focused on resources and how we use them. In 2012, I began a new series
that I have since called Earth Scars. Aware of the unprecedented demand for limestone aggregate in
Ontario, I began researching the largest holes in the earth. I see the paintings in my Earth Scars Series as
reflecting pools for a discourse on the sustainability of resource extraction, asking the viewer to ponder
which are the vital resources and at what cost are they extracted.
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Sue Archibald
Mississauga Ontario
email - susanlarchibald@gmail.com
Medium - acrylic
Artist’s Profile
Sue Archibald graduated in Fine Arts from the University of Guelph,
specializing in painting, drawing and printmaking. Her studies
continued with Grant McEwen School of Design in Alberta, The Toronto School of Art, Haliburton School
of Fine Arts, and an ongoing association with The Etobicoke Art Group and Neilson Park Creative Centre.
Sue’s medium of choice is acrylics, applying paint, charcoal and pencil in order to energize the images
with marks, lines and patterns. Most of her paintings are created from
her imagination, based on ideas or visual memory and often tell a
personal or public story.
Sue continues to show and sell her paintings across the country. Her
works can be found in both private collections (Edward Day Gallery, The
Leon family) and national & international collections including New
Brunswick, Ontario, Quebec, British Columbia, Texas, California, Ireland,
and the U.K.
Description
I work with paint, charcoal and pencil incorporating lines, scribbles,
and unspecified marks onto the surface. Eighty percent of my images
are created from my imagination based on something that has caught
my eye, and almost all of them tell a story. I like when things are a
little off-kilter, giving you a feeling more than the specifics.
Landscapes often speak to the stories of longing or solitude, domestic
images suggest a sense of home, and flower arrangements are about
personal offerings and our human connections.
Once an image is settled on I design a composition that works...and
then add colour. Paint, charcoal, and pencil, are wonderful tools for
creative expression.
The passion I bring to my art has been distilled through several
generations. Canadianism runs through my veins. I have traveled afar
taking photographs of what I believe will be exciting references for a
series of paintings; can hardly wait to get back to paint! In the end, I
might attempt one painting from my travels (if at all) and that's it! I am
always drawn back to familiar roots, images of home. It seems Canadian.
landscapes are permanently ingrained in our memories, especially in this
150th year of celebration.
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Seth Aylmer
Accord New York
email - scaylmer@gmail.com
Medium - Watercolor
Artist’s Profile
Seth grew up in Maine where he developed an affinity for the views of the Maine
coast - similar to those of the Georgian Bay. He has recently been making
watercolor landscape paintings of Nares Inlet and surrounding islands. He practices
both sculpture and painting and lives in the Hudson Valley, New York with his wife and daughter. He has
an MFA from Queens College in NYC and a BA in Philosophy from Colby College.
Description
I feel inspired to reflect upon the spiritual aspect of being in nature- the affect that the water, rocks and
trees have on our perception of ourselves and our surroundings. When I paint a watercolor of a
landscape I am trying to convey a particular feeling that I am having while studying that landscape, and
how that feeling is affecting what I am seeing.
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Mackenzie Barclay
TORONTO Ontario
email - mbarclay2015@gmail.com
Medium - Acrylic and Ink on wood panel
Artist’s Profile
Starting at a young age Mackenzie loved to draw and often watched
cartoons or Disney to get her inspiration. It wasn’t until high school that a
career in the arts became a goal. Mackenzie’s exposure to multiple tech courses developed her skills
with Photoshop, Illustrator, and Flash along with traditional Art classes helped her create an outstanding
portfolio that allowed her to apply to some of Canada’s finest post-secondary
schools for Art. Graduating with honors, Mackenzie was offered a place at
Ontario College of Art and Design University. After attending OCAD University
for Drawing and Painting Mackenzie found her passion for digital media and
began to pursue both traditional mediums of art along with animation.
Eventually she decided to transfer to George Brown College for Game
Development specializing in their animation department. Having always
enjoyed video games and the impact they have on the current generations,
Mackenzie focused on the indie gaming community in Toronto. Along with
Mackenzie’s digital art pursuits she expanded her pen and ink work which
contributed to her long standing interest in contemporary tattoos. Mackenzie
successfully completed a tattoo apprenticeship last summer and enjoys
tattooing every opportunity she gets. Presently Mackenzie is taking a brief
pause in her post-secondary to work and further hone the craft of tattooing.
Description
Growing up on the calm islands of Pointe Au Baril I have been raised with stories of our family and the
many generations before me who had enjoyed the same rocks I run across. In stark contrast living in
Toronto with its busy streets I began to explore the rougher history of street art, tattooing, and my
generation who have taken it upon themselves to raise their voice on political
issues that had been left unspoken. Often I seek refuge along to shores of Georgian
Bay, with my paintings I found the same calm the cottage gives
me to this day. This feeling drove me towards using softer washes
of acrylic leaving fine detail to be added later, my main goal was
to create aesthetically pleasing pieces that evoked the feeling of
peace so many find in the nature of Pointe Au Baril.
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Scott Bowlby
Toronto, Ontario
email - bowlby@rogers.com
Medium - Photography
Artist’s Profile
I am currently studying photography and fashion at the Parsons
School of Design in New York City, I have always been interested in photography. Originally it was a way
to capture all of the great memories from the wonderful places that I have travelled to around the
world. Now I enjoy capturing moments in photographs that enables the viewer to reflect on memories
that are inside of them as well.
Description
After spending most of each year in big cities, like New York and Toronto, whenever I go back up to our
cottage in Pointe au Baril, I am reminded of how my passion for photography began. I love the
beautiful landscapes, the rustic feeling of living under a simple wooden roof surrounded by nature, and
the pleasure of sharing this experience with family and friends. Photographing in this setting refreshes
me and I hope that my images of The North resonates with other cottagers as well.
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Kathy Bond
Dundas Ontario
email - Artist.kathy.bond@live.ca
Medium - Acrylic
Artist’s Profile
Kathryn is a graduate of the illustration program at Sheridan College.Her
paintings are inspired by the northern landscape near her family's cottage on Georgian Bay. In the past
she has done commercial art, worked as a Graphics Technician, and worked on residential murals for 23
years. Her paintings and murals have been showcased in homes across the GTA and Florida. Kathryn has
painted in the past exclusively for Mattamy Homes and Peter Gilgan. She has returned to painting large
landscapes in oil and acrylic of the Snug Harbour, Georgian Bay area. Presently, her focus is on
completing the "Franklin Island Series".
Description
I have always been interested in the landscape of Georgian Bay. The rock formations, graphic forms and
lines, twisted pines, and dramatic skies on the Bay all continue to inspire me.
My initial point in starting a painting is usually taking a kayak out to the site I am interested in and
documenting the information for further work in my art studio in Dundas. I take photos, make notes,
and complete a watercolour or acrylic sketch. Recently my focus is interpreting the landscape in a more
abstract form.
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Gord Bond
Hamilton Ontario
email - gordbondartist@gmail.com
Medium - Oil
Artist’s Profile
Gord Bond was born in Hamilton, Ontario, where he still lives
and exhibits his paintings today.
While doing an undergraduate in Science at McMaster University, Bond’s love of drawing and painting
compelled him to switch majors to the Fine Arts. Bond received an Honors Bachelor of Arts degree at
McMaster University in 2012. Upon completion of his Undergraduate Degree, Gord immediately applied
and gained acceptance to York University to work towards his Masters in Fine Art. Since completing his
Masters in 2014, Bond has continued to create paintings focusing on his interest in the human figure
coupled with an urge to experiment with form, colour and mark-making.
Bond’s influences include past and contemporary painters who express the urge to explore and expand
their medium. His paintings embody the playfulness of painters such as Philip Guston, Willem De
Kooning, Eddie Martinez, Nicole Eisenman and Dana Schutz. Bond’s work balances his interest in the
human form with a more abstract focus on the process of painting itself. The result is a body of
expressive and colourful figurative paintings.
Gord Bond’s work can be found on display in several public collections at McMaster University along
with numerous private collections throughout Canada.
Description
My practice follows the motto “destroy to create”. Within each painting there are multiple images
sitting below the surface. In a somewhat counterintuitive process, the paintings are repeatedly
destroyed in hopes of creating new images in the dissolved forms and colours. Although the resulting
image is representational, this is almost in spite of itself. The process has little regard for the image and
is more akin to how an abstract painter works. The results of this method are figurative paintings
containing a strong visual history which reference both the human condition and the practice of
painting.
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Esther Bryce
Hamilton Ontario
email - estherebryce@gmail.com
Medium - Photography
Artist’s Profile
In their early twenties, my parents moved from the Swiss mountains to
Canada, in search of a plot of land to raise animals and children. Along
with my 4 siblings, I was raised in a farmhouse outside of Milverton, Ontario, which is to say I grew up in
the land of big skies and open fields. One of my good friends likes to say that I grew up “running around
barefoot with the pigs” but what’s closer to the truth is that I was raised in a house of love, by parents
who work hard. After a career as a recreational therapist in retirement homes, and a care worker in
homes for developmentally disabled people, I was trained as a teacher and taught grade 1 for a year in
Kuwait. Throughout all my experiences, I have gained a patient sensitivity to the needs and feelings of
those around me, and this proclivity informed my comfort behind the camera. Looking through my lens,
I observe, frame, and seek beauty in my surroundings. I am now a proud mother and spend my working
hours photographing families in their daily lives. Having spent many summers in Pointe au Baril, I have
been lucky to have the opportunity to capture some of its vast, miraculous beauty. I hope this comes
through in my photos.
Description
The smiles of travelers on a train in Sri Lanka; the
padding of bare feet outside the Taj Mahal; the sun
setting and the swirl of purple, orange, and yellow
over the Georgian Bay horizon; the free movements
of my children as they play in the grass – these are
just a few examples of what inspires me. New experiences, but also the colours evoked in the changing
light in my daily life – these are the keys to my inspiration. I am motivated to capture moments and
beauty.
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Gill Cameron
Toronto Ontario
email - gillcameron@sympatico.ca
Medium - Watercolour
Artist’s Profile
Gill Cameron CSPWC TWS
26 Turner Road
Toronto, Ontario
M6G 3H6
(416) 658 -1563
www.gillcameron.com
Art Education:
University of Guelph, BFA, 1977-1981
Description
GILL CAMERON CSPWC TWS
Gill Cameron is a professional watercolour artist living in Toronto, Canada. She is a member of the
CSPWC and a signature member of the TWS, where she has won numerous awards.
Gill’s bold paintings build on the positive energy of scenes of nature. Her work as a graphic designer
gives her a clear eye for form and content. The possibilities and complexities of colour, design, and the
power of elemental imagery infuse her work. She is
intrigued by shapes and patterns and how they
relate to each other in their natural habitat.
Gill describes her sense of wonder of the beauty of
landscape through her lush paintings. Her
watercolours are inspired by her explorations in
Canada, Europe, New Zealand and Tanzania.
Gill has had many group and solo exhibitions in
Toronto, Collingwood and Pointe au Baril, Ontario. Her studio is in Toronto and her work can be viewed
there by appointment. Her work is held in collections throughout Canada, the US and Europe. Her work
can also be seen at the Mad & Noisy Gallery, Creemore and the Marsh Gallery, Clarksburg.
Please visit her website at www.gillcameron.com
Images are examples only and may differ from work that appear s in the show.
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Vicki Carruthers
Aurora Ontario
email - Artmaker@rogers.com
Medium - acrylic on canvas
Artist’s Profile
"I see the world in shapes"
As a painter, Vicki delights in a life of c reativity. Through her vibrant
colours, playful themes and hard edge compositions Vicki has
captured the beauty and spirit of the world around her. The foundation of her interpretations are simple
- a sketch. a photograph or a memory. From that visual she has transformed the majestic beauty of the
Canadian Landscape into art forms that are fun, energizing and inspiring. Vicki has chosen acrylic paint
to be the prime medium by which she breaths life into each piece. The flat smooth surface bursting with
vibrant colour in a stylized form has became the signature of her work. Her dedication to art is
unwavering and she uses this commitment to fuel her enthusiasm and spirit. Vicki's work has been
featured in many galleries, solo and group shows and can be found in corporate and private collections
across North America and Europe. Lately Vicki finds herself very busy with commission work. Her clients
choose that special view from a place they love …a creative opportunity she loves !!!!
Description
I am grateful to spend my days creating and expressing myself through paint on canvas. A proud
Canadian artist, I work solely in acrylic because I enjoy the vibrancy of colour and the ease of workability
it allows. My artwork is known for its bold colour, playful themes, sharp contrasts and unique
perspective. Actually, this is how I see the world and its what motivates me to paint everyday. As an
artist I believe I am always moving , growing and adapting. Taking life experiences, lessons learned and
seeking to focus attention on the seemingly simple yet valuable things in life, a reminder of what is truly
important. I love to show and share my work, and I hope I put a smile on your face.
Enjoy xoxoxoxo
"my paintings encourage a conversational experience by acknowledging that
everyone sees the world differently"
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CLAUSTRO
Midland Ontario
email - claustro@claustro.ca
Medium - Acrylics on Sculpted Wood, Prints on Panels
Artist’s Profile
Both self-taught artists, Carol and Stuart have been working full time and professionally, for the last 20
years. Their work has been highly sought after and commissioned for the last 10 years.
Juried Exhibitions include Toronto Outdoor Art Exhibition, Toronto Artist Project, McMichael Art Gallery,
Chicago and Toronto One of a Kind Art Show, Queen West Art Crawl, Willisville Artist Project, Sudbury,
Timiskiming, Museum of Northern History, and Carriage House Art Gallery.
They are a part of numerous corporate and private collections, Folger Rubinoff LLP, and Arcturus
Gallery, in Toronto.
They live and work in their studios/gallery in downtown Midland, Ontario.
Description
CLAUSTRO is the collaboration and love shared by: sculptor and artist ; husband and wife; Stuart Leggett
and Carol Currie.
Our artistic collaborations generally start out as a sketch taken from some inspirationally breathtaking
and generally backbreaking backcountry yomp. We have travelled internationally and found artistic
inspiration far and abroad, but we are really quite partial to our home waters of Georgian Bay.
Back in our Midland studios, Stuart spends weeks and weeks developing each exceptionally technical
stress relieved solid wood panel onto which he sculpts a bas-relief interpretation of his experience. Carol
then spends many more weeks conjoining her experience to the sculpture through a medium which can
best be described as contemporary realist painting.
The result is truly more than the sum of the parts and is quite simply breathtaking! It is these
collaborations which we have coined as “Sculpted Paintings” – a tactile living painting that invites an
interactive and intimate experience with the observer.
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Mark Craig
Toronto Ontario
email - mark.craig123@gmail.com
Medium - oil
Artist’s Profile
I
attended York university and graduated with a double major in fine art and English literature. I then
attended the Ontario College of Art and Design for graduate work in graphic design and advertising.
Since graduating, I have been working as an advertising art director in both television and print
mediums. I have also illustrated many children's books for several Canadian publishing companies.
Throughout, I have continued painting and have participated in group shows in and around the Toronto
area. I am represented by Canadian Fine Arts Gallery in Yorkville, Toronto, LE Gallery in Toronto, Eclipse
Gallery in Muskoka, and Galerie Michel Bigue in Saint- Saveur Quebec.
Description
I am inspired by nature and the Georgian Bay area in particular. I try to suggest the untamed energy of
the landscape by painting in oils with a spontaneous, impasto technique. For me, that involves mixing
the paint with beeswax to increase its viscosity and give it a more rugged surface texture. I also like to
work on a relatively small scale, on the spot whenever possible, rather than painting in a studio.
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Robert Cummins
Toronto, Ontario
email - robertcummins1@mac.com
Medium - Oil & Acrylic
Artist’s Profile
The solo show deadline focused my productivity and creativity in order to
complete 20 canvases of various sizes. The show led to many referrals and
commissions.
I enjoy sending clients a text message with pictures of their painting in progress.
It involves clients in the process and keeps us connected up until I deliver the
painting and can see their reaction.
One of the most meaningful pieces I have painted and delivered was a portrait of a man who passed
away suddenly this past Christmas Eve at the age of 67. The painting was a gift to his widow and three
adult children. It was commissioned to me by several of the banks that had
been his clients. After it hung in his office for several days I collected it and
drove it down the 401 to their house. He had been the CEO of his firm and he
was also a mentor and good friend of mine. That drive felt a bit like being on
a road trip with him in the car with me. My next solo show is scheduled for
this fall.
Description
I’m inspired by interaction between people and spaces. For example, if I am
travelling in Europe I would rather visit a church on a busy Sunday to see a
choir and service rather than visit it midweek when it is empty and idle.
I enjoy painting ‘compelling compositions’ that either pose a question or
seem to tell a story. I also enjoy images that feature people with lots’ of
character in their faces, expressions or gestures, and scenes that include
water in some way.
The first challenge of the painting process for me is identifying a short-list of
images and then deciding which image to paint, what size canvas to use, and
how to make the outcome unique. I often spend too long trying to make up
my mind. If I have several good options I can second-guess myself (and then
become self-critical about being indecisive).
Because of this, once a decision is made I feel energized to get underway. I’m
able to convert the feeling of relief at having made a decision into a reserve
that I draw on later to complete the painting.
Once I discover an image that I’d like to paint I approach the painting as a
form of problem solving: how am I going to create this image on that canvas
using these brushes and the paint inside these tubes?
This step involves activating the right or ‘artistic’ side of the brain; it needs to be given the leadership
role and allowed to manage the process. The rational or logical side of the mind feels a bit like a
schoolyard bully: stubborn, strong willed and always trying to take over the painting process because it
‘knows better’.
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Steven Duff
Parry Sound Ontario
email - mishmash@cogeco.ca
Medium - 2 acrylic, 5 watercolour
Artist’s Profile
I have been drawing and painting on and off for most of my life. My current 'incarnation' began in 1981
after a long hiatus and went into a higher gear following my retirement from music education in 1996. I
am Past Chair of Artists Round The Sound (ARTS) in Parry Sound, Ontario, and my work is in collections
in Canada, the U.S., the U.K., and France. Additionally, I have illustrated two adventure books for young
readers and have had work appear in PowerShips, the quarterly journal of the Steamship Historical
Society of America.
I also have an active interest in history in general and maritime history in particular and I often direct my
art towards informing the viewer of earlier, simpler times.
Description
Childhood summers at Pointe au Baril have left a permanent imprint on my psyche and, as a
consequence, the majority of my work has a close relationship with water. Georgian Bay, of course,
looms large in my output, and I like to think of much of my work as seascapes 'with something
interesting sailing past.'
Preferred media are watercolour, graphite, and, as of four or five years ago, acrylic, as each enables
certain specific effects. I am most comfortable with a representational style, although I have made
excursions into minimalism in a style reminiscent of Paul Klee; I enjoy the intellectual challenge of
generating an image from one or two lines.
I feel that a title is an important element of an art-work and I take as much care in choosing one as I do
in the actual execution.
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Anna Edels
Manotick, Ontario
email - sledeanna@gmail.com
Medium - water, oil, acrylic
Artist’s Profile
Anna Edels (b. 1959, Weston, Ontario) lives and paints in Pointe au Baril, Ontario, Manotick, Ontario,
Lubber's Quarters, The Bahamas, and Vancouver Island, B.C.
With 30 years of creating in the realms of graphic and fine art, Anna has been involved with many facets
of creativity including comprehensive campaigns, corporate identity systems, magazines, and fine art
installations for private and public organizations across North America.
Description
My work has been described as 'Emotional Landscape'. My art is the distillation of my experiences with
the power and mystery of the natural world. Conversing in the languages of colour, concept and
composition, I synthesize the pragmatic and the purely aesthetic, embrace reality and abstraction.
Recent explorations in paint reflect my studies in colour theories, and the use of colour as a pure and
independent energy.
Art, like Nature continues in an endless cycle of growth and change, its origins arise from emotion or
sensation, its very existence is a search for transcendence.
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Tam Fairlie
London UK
email - tfairlie@hotmail.co.uk
Medium - watercolour / mixed media
Artist’s Profile
I am an architect trained at the Architectural Association and working in
London, I am Director of Zeidler Partnership Architects in the UK, and
involved in major projects in London's West End and at Canary Wharf.
During the winter months I am part of the Islington Arts Factory Group of painters which mainly works
with life models.
In the UK my favorite stomping grounds are in the Brecon Beacons around Abergavenny and Hampstead
Heath, nearby Dove Cottage.
I have an e-publishing site: www.duxpress.com which carries about 40 of my books - illustrated
children's, humour and eccentrica.
But I certainly look forward to painting outdoors in the summer at Pointe au Baril!
Description
I work in a wide range of media; pen and ink, graphite, watercolour, acrylics, mixed media - almost
always on paper.
Summers at the Bay are a wonderful opportunity to enjoy different types of expression, especially the
fluidity of watercolour and gouache.
Images are examples only and may differ from work that appear s in the show.
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Ariane Fairlie
Montreal QC
email - ariane.fairlie@gmail.com
Medium - .colour pencil or oil paint on wood panel or paper
Artist’s Profile
.Ariane is an artist and entrepreneur, living in Montreal and working
for Zoë Pawlak. She received her BFA from Concordia University in
2014.
Description
Ariane evokes emotion and character through her 'Clothing
Portraiture'. Concerned with concepts of observation and
hyperrealism, she enjoys the inconsistencies that are the result of translating three dimensions into two;
They create a beautiful and dynamic realism, different from what can be accomplished with a twodimensional reference image.
Intimate and surreal, her recent series of bathing suits is a celebration of femininity, and the human
condition. The drawings, revealing and bold, strike an unashamed tone and exhibit a subtle sexuality.
Void of a wearer, the clothing becomes animate, declaring itself a subject free for interpretation.
In the process of transforming the clothing from object to subject, Ariane's practice becomes one in
empathy, a chance to explore and understand human characteristics and emotion through an inhuman
form. The subject both there, and not there.
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Jane Fleetwood-Morrow
Collingwood Ontario
email - jfleetwoodmorrow@gmail.com
Medium - Acrylic on canvas or panel
Artist’s Profile
Born in Toronto, Jane grew up in an artistic home. After earning an
honours BFA from Queen's University as well as a BEd in Visual Art with
a specialization in community education, she began the careers of
practising artist and art educator. Being a member of the Education
Department of the AGO, is just one example of her art teaching roles
that enhanced her artistic growth. Currently, Jane paints full time. She
has always been fascinated with the challenge of capturing colour and light in nature. Her work has been
described as seemingly abstract but rooted in observation. Jane has exhibited and sold her paintings in
numerous solo, two person and group shows. Her work can be found in various various private and
corporate collections. Jane participates in The Artist Project in Toronto and was selected to take part in
Cube: The American Art Fair of Brussels in Belgium..
Description
I have always been inspired by observing the world around me. Nature offers endless possibilities for
artistic expression. Currently, my main interest lies with observing and revealing the colour and patterns
I see in reflections on the water. Many of my paintings are inspired by what I observe from my kayak on
the lake at my cottage. I have developed my own method of working with under colours and many flat
layers of colour. If my scene is strictly water, then I often add a resin finish to enhance the effect. It has
been exciting to have people tell me they feel as if they could dive right into my paintings. As well, I
paint small vibrant Colourscapes.

Images are examples only and may differ from work that appears in the show.
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Laurie Foote
toronto Ontario
email - foote123@sympatico.ca
Medium - oil and acrylic on canvas
Artist’s Profile
After graduating with a BFA from Nova Scotia College of Art and Design U in
1993, Laurie began to work in graphic design. With her design background,
Laurie has always been inspired by clean forms and simple composition. She
owns a farm in Mulmur Township, and an island in Bayfield Inlet, and spends
much of her time painting the beauty that surrounds her. Much of Foote’s
work portrays rural life with a decidedly urban sensibility. Her images show
glimpses of everyday life that tell a story, some that don’t have a conclusion.
Oil is her medium of choice and she paints on both wood and canvas.
She is represented by Art Interiors in Toronto, and shows with the North Toronto Group of Artists
(NTGA) and the Purple Hills Arts and Heritage Society in Creemore.
Description
Artist Statement:
I paint what I know, what I feel, smell and see. But there is a blurred sense of what is real, what is
memory, what is fabricated. All my work has a story behind it. I don’t always want to come out and be
the narrator, I want the viewer to come up with their own story as well. I sometimes use photographs to
help me elevate my ideas, but I do not paint directly from photos. I use them as a starting point and
layer different ideas together. My paintings rarely end up how I initially planned them, but the
underlying story stays the same.

Images are examples only and may differ from work that appears in the show.
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Katherine Freygang
Cornwall, Connecticut
email - kfreygang@gmail.com
Medium - watercolor
Artist’s Profile
Katherine Freygang is an artist/designer in New York and Connecticut in both
architecture and graphic design, specializing in exhibits for science and natural
history museums. She has shown in NY occasionally for 30 years and is a life long cottager in Pointe au
Baril. Her summers here have been the inspiration for all her work as she values and shares knowledge
about environmental, energy and ecological issues. Most recently she has turned to painting to
celebrate the waters and beauty of our landscape.
Description
What inspires me most is the tender connection between water and sky. This is the creative zone where
land appears, life sparks and our evolution is inspires. Evidence of that process, the roiling of a tree
trunk, the scoring of a shoal, reveals the power around us, and the awesome beauty. Similarly, I record
the shapes, lines and colors that generate such excitement.

Images are examples only and may differ from work that appears in the show.
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Mary Jane Gomes
McKellar, Ontario
email - maryjane.gomes1@gmail.com
Medium - photography
Artist’s Profile
Mary Jane emigrated at a young age with her family from the Caribbean.
In Canada, she studied Film and Photography at Ryerson University
where she later taught film production after launching her film career.
Mary Jane also returned to Trinidad, to the University of the West Indies,
to help establish the production side of a new film programme. More recently, she moved to the Near
North of Ontario where she now also works in still photography.
International Photography Awards - Honourable Mention, Fine Arts, Abstract 2016 (a series of five
images “Spirit”)
First Place Photography, Huronia Festival of the Arts 2013
Previous:
Genie Nomination for first feature film (Claude Jutra Award)
Finalist, feature-length documentary, American Film Festival
Kodak International Newspaper Photography Award for RIDING CAROUSEL, Honourable Mention
Mary Jane’s films have been featured in festivals internationally including the Toronto Film Festival. Her
stills have been featured at Toronto’s Interior Design Show.
Description
“At a time of great personal loss I took to the woods seeking solace and the comfort of Mother Nature.
She rained and shone on me, she changed seasons and delighted me with raindrops, snowflakes,
dazzling light and more. She showed me spirit. I picked up my camera to capture and sh are what I
saw: the extraordinary.”
Using traditional technique, Mary Jane pushes the “static” still image into motion with longer exposures
and camera movement, intended to capture and transmit an emotional response to the image she
captures. “Painting with light,” she seeks to render images at once recognizable, yet that are clearly as
seen through the artist’s eyes.

Images are examples only and may differ from work that appears in the show.
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Cathy Griggs
Mississauga Ontario
email - cathyjgriggs@gmail.com
Medium - Deer Hide and Wool
Artist’s Profile
Cathy Griggs is a professional artist who has won awards for her painting,
photography, and creation and implementation of art courses. Her
paintings can be found in collections in Europe and in North America.
Cathy has been actively showing her art in galleries for many years.
Cathy received a BA from University of Toronto in Art and Art History and
a Diploma of Visual Arts from Sheridan College. She has also studied at the Ontario College of Art and
Design and Toronto School of the Arts.
The artwork shown this year was created as I began to study the history of indigenous people in Canada.
Through reading the Truth and Reconciliation Reports, I began to understand how important it is that all
Canadians understand the truth, the whole truth. I have deconstructed a Hudson Bay Blanket and have
created a new blanket. The medicine wheel imagery was created from the blanket pieces and appliqued
onto deer hide.. The medicine wheel, a full circle divided into equal quadrants, represent respectful
contemplation for a balanced life on all levels, ie for an individual, a society, a world.
Description
The artwork shown this year was created as I began to study the history of indigenous people in Canada.
Through reading the Truth and Reconciliation Reports, I began to understand how important it is that all
Canadians understand the truth, the whole truth.
I have deconstructed a Hudson Bay Blanket and have created a new blanket. The medicine wheel
imagery was created from the blanket pieces and appliqued onto deer hide. The medicine wheel, a full
circle divided into equal quadrants, represent respectful contemplation for a balanced life on all levels,
ie. for an individual, a society, a world.

Images are examples only and may differ from work that appears in the show.
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Janette Hayhoe
Guelph Ontario
email - janette@janettehayhoe.com
Medium - Oil on Mylar or panel
Artist’s Profile
Janette has a MFA from Vermont College of Fine Arts, a BA from
Queen's University and studied contemporary realism at the Ecole
Albert Dufois in France. She lives and works in Guelph, Canada.
Janette is represented by Koyman Galleries in Ottawa and Arts on Queen in Toronto.
Description
Janette Hayhoe's oil paintings focus on the 'everydayness' of contemporary life. Images of familiar
objects and spaces have the power to evoke memory and psychological responses that call our attention
to what is often overlooked. The fall of light on an object or space both describes and transforms the
mundane. By inviting us into a space of contemplation we are asked to reflect on the paradoxical nature
of domesticity and memory. This approach is based on careful observation and understanding of nature
and involves working predominantly from life.

Images are examples only and may differ from work that appears in the show.
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Alexander Hepburn
Vero Beach Florida
email - alexander@hepburn.com
Medium - photography on aluminium, photography on canvas,
photography on acrylic
Artist’s Profile
I have had an interest in photography for the last five years. In
the last two years, I have been taking a number of professional
photography classes, from this I have developed these pieces of
photographic work. I am presently working with PaBIA as one of
the two webmasters for their website, along with other
companies in Pointe au Baril and Florida.
Description
When I see something beautiful, like Pointe au Baril, I want to capture that moment so I can view it
later. With beautiful sunsets, thousands of acres of land and water, and many other things Pointe au
Baril has to offer, it makes it very easy to capture a stunning photo. When I go online or into an art
gallery I see all of these stunning photographic pieces that take my breath away and leave me
wondering how I could create something like this. I have learned a few things, one you have to have a
beautiful place to take these photos, two you have to know how to take the photo, and three you have
to take the photo at the right time. When I first saw ariel photography I was amazed at the beautiful
photos it could take. I was completely inspired to start taking photos. After about a year, I know when I
see something that I want to take a picture of from the sky, it will only take a minute to set it up and
take that photo.

Images are examples only and may differ from work that appears in the show.
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David Hodgetts
Thornbury Ontario
email - lochanbec@gmail.com
Medium - oil
Artist’s Profile
David is a plein air artist and enjoys painting wilderness
scenes. Algonquin Park, Georgian Bay, Killarney Park and the
great rivers of the Yukon and N.W.T. are the vistas where he
loves to canoe and paint. David began his artist career as a camper at Camp Hurontario. Here he learned
from some of Canada's greatest artists who visited the camp to paint Georgian Bay. A.Y. Jackson, Ed
Bartram, John Hartman, Hilton Hassel and David Blackwood have all influenced David's artist vision.
David's paintings now hang in homes in every province in Canada and in the United States and Europe.
David's gallery is in Rob Roy, near Collingwood, where he makes his home. Get in touch with him and
visit the gallery at Lochanbec.
Description
As a plein air artist, I have learned to paint small canvasses quickly to catch the mood of the scene in
front of me. Vivid colours and light are two elements I incorporate into my work. While I try to remain
true to the composition of the scene in front of me, I also want to 'stay loose' and depict bold
impressionistic images of wilderness vistas. Once in a while, when I get it right, I really enjoy taking a
small plein air sketch and turning it into a large, studio canvas.

Images are examples only and may differ from work that appears in the show.
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Stefan Hofer
Toronto Ontario
email - stefan.marc.hofer@gmail.com
Medium - Metallic Paper Print mounted on Acrylic
Artist’s Profile
Helping conservation groups and the Canadian parks system is an important
aspect of Stefan’s life. Donating time and money to the environment that supports
wildlife, including plants, trees, and animals for continued enjoyment by future
generations is important. Stefan currently works with Parks Canada and National
Audobon Society.
Stefan has amassed a following of loyal collectors that line up when new pieces
are created and displayed. The eager anticipation is palpable when discussing his
new work with clients. L. Johnston from Toronto says, “The colors and artistry that reside in Stefan’s
artwork is truly breathtaking to behold in person. Very many guests see the pieces throughout our home
and the first thing people say is ‘Wow, the art work is wonderful’. We are very proud collectors to say
the least!” S. Golinski from Nashville says, “We purchased four 48" x 36" artworks. Each
scene makes my decor pop! The views are fantastic ... one of a kind. Each gloriously connotes a
locale where we have vacationed or plan to add to our travel itinerary now that we have
discovered these destinations courtesy of Stefan's artistry”.
Description
Please see artist information on my website for many more details.

Images are examples only and may differ from work that appears in the show.
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Michele Holden
Britt Ontario
email - micheleholden4@gmail.com
Medium - acrylic on canvas
Artist’s Profile
Michele Holden was born in Hamilton, Ontario and now lives and works in
the Georgian Bay area. Holden has been painting in her local area for over
20 years. She studied art at Sheridan College but is mostly self-taught.
Michele’s earlier work has explored the relationships of the natural
elements of sky, rock, and water. Her current work explores the incredible
abstraction she finds on these rock faces and surfaces along the shores and its many islands.
Michele paints in acrylics and constructs her paintings by building layers of colour that are washed,
dripped and scraped over textured surfaces, using brushes, trowels, and other tools. She develops her
paintings intuitively by rotating, changing and editing until the image reveals itself.
Description
I am drawn by the sparse beauty and spiritual energy of Georgian Bay, where I live. My landscapes are a
personal dialogue that speak to the cycles of the natural elements of sky, rock, water and their changes
over time.
My paintings incorporate moments captured by my photographs of the abstract elements I find on the
rock faces, amongst the plant life, and surfaces found along its shores. Then, isolating aspects of this
environment along with many layers of paint, mediums, and papers or fibers, the canvas becomes a
multilayered surface that speaks to both the visual and the intuitive senses.
My artwork aims to reveal the stillness of that spirit and our deep connection to this magical place.
Images are examples only and may differ from work th at appears in the show.

Images are examples only and may differ from work that appears in the show.
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Zoé Hurtubise Gunn
Toronto Ontario
email - zoegunnphotos@gmail.com
Medium - Photography
Artist’s Profile
I am an artist by passion and obsession. Photography
started as hobby and has grown slowly and persistently to a way of life. I live and work in Toronto with
my husband and cat. I find myself inspired daily by the dramatic scale of the city, but always look
forward to getting out of the city to explore the rocks and waters of Georgian Bay.
Description
I am a Toronto based photographer driven by a genuine appreciation for the environments we inhabit,
both natural and constructed. Over the decade and a half that I have been consciously taking pictures
my goal has always been to find new perspectives on familiar sights and spaces; to make images that
celebrate our natural world.
I choose to work "in camera" as much as possible, working with natural and existing light.

Images are examples only and may differ from work that appears in the show.
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Sayward Johnson
Chelsea QC
email - saywardjohnson@gmail.com
Medium - Handwoven copper wire, patina, thread
Artist’s Profile
Originally from Danvers, Massachusetts, Sayward is a graduate of the
Nova Scotia College of Art and Design. Before feeling called to pursue
art, she lived all over Canada and spent years working in forestry.
Currently she lives in Chelsea, QC with her husband and young daughter. She is an active member of the
Enriched Bread Artist Collective in Ottawa. She teaches workshops regularly in the Ottawa and
Outaouais regions. Sayward has exhibited across Canada and sold her work to private collectors in the
US, Canada and Europe. In 2016 her work was added to the City of Ottawa's collection.
Description
Sayward Johnson is a copper and textile artist. Her textile-based works are made with hand-woven and
hand-knitted copper wire. Her work explores her fascination with fabrics and sculptures that adhere to
the laws of metalsmithing as well as those of textiles and furthermore, present traditional textile
patterns in unexpected contexts. She finds beauty and meaning in natural processes that cannot be
controlled, such as decay and the transformation of surfaces through erosion and new growth. The
oxidization process used to acquire the vibrant blues and greens in her work takes up to a month and no
two pieces are ever the same, nor can their outcomes be predicted. Sayward is interested in copper's
metaphoric and mutable qualities, in its ability to serve as a metaphor for the human experience. In her
most recent work, she is using traditional handicrafts as a means of documenting women's personal
experiences.

Images are examples only and may differ from work that appears in the show.
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Jennifer Kernaghan
Toronto Ontario
email - jkernaghan8@gmail.com
Medium - Photography
Artist’s Profile
Jennifer Kernaghan has enjoyed spending parts of her summers on
Georgian Bay for many years. It has always been an inspiration for
her photography practice.
Jennifer is a Toronto based artist that began her training as a photographer in the darkroom at her high
school. After completing a university degree at Dalhousie University completely unrelated to
photography she went on to update her photography skills at Ryerson in their Image Arts program.
Currently Jennifer is taking courses again, this time at George Brown College and the Avenue Road Art
school. Both are challenging her skills of photography and helping Jennifer to continue to see through
her lens.
In describing her practice Jennifer says that she is capturing moments, one by one. Photography is
something that connects her, creatively, to the world, each moment she captures helps her navigate a
subject. She is particularly curious about light and texture and this figures prominently in her digital and
analogue work. Her interest in the natural environment around her drives her main practice, she also
enjoys travel photography, shooting events and interior design projects.
Description
I have been photographing everything around me since I was 16. I am constantly inspired by whatever
environment I am in. There are times when I have to actually tell myself to put my camera away. The
natural environment is of particular interest to me. Being a passionate environmentalist I sometimes
find myself wanting to preserve the natural beauty around me with my camera. Themes often emerge
when I am shooting and I will create projects based on these themes. Some projects don't have an end
date, others seem to be complete after a series of 20 or so images. I take the time to learn about certain
projects in more detail. For example I will research the subject and take notes. Sometimes this may
translate into a title of an image, or maybe just stay in the notebook. Right now I am very focused on
promoting myself more, and challenging my technical skill set both in the computer darkroom and using
my camera.

Images are examples only and may differ from work that appears in the show.
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L'Arche Daybreak Craft Studio
Richmond Hill, Ontario
email - craftstudio@larchedaybreak.com

Medium - pottery, candles, handmade paper
Artist’s Profile
The L'Arche Daybreak Craft Studio provides paid meaningful work aout 15 core members (adults with an
intellectual disability), celebrating the unique gifts and vocation of each participant. The work at the
studio is a balance between artistic expression and large scale production. The three mediums of clay,
candles and paper provide opportunities for core members to explore both. Part of the Craft Studios
function is to create avenues of expression for adults who might otherwise be unable to create
anything. Many of the designs commemorate the events of their lives including community life,
vacations and holidays.
Description
Our pottery includes:
mugs, bowls, platters and other kitchenware
Our Candles include:
chip based design
colourful wax inclusions such as flowers, fish and music notes
Round and pillar shaped candles in various sizes
Our Paper includes:
Greeting cards for any occasion
Gift Tags
All pottery is food save, made of professional ceramic paterials and is quality controlled regularly to
ensure that the work of the highest quality is made available to the public.

Images are examples only and may differ from work that appears in the show.
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Tracey Lawko
Toronto Ontario
email - tlawko@sympatico.ca
Medium - Textile
Artist’s Profile
Tracey Lawko creates realistic landscapes and sculpted botanical still-life in
thread. These finely-stitched and richly-textured artworks interpret the
natural world around her studio in the beautiful, pastoral hills of the Niagara Escarpment near
Creemore, Ontario.
“From a distance, Lawko’s rural landscapes resemble pointillist paintings in the style of Seurat. Up close,
however, the textures reveal themselves as collections of thousands of tiny thread stitches, sewn with a
longarm free-motion machine.” – Toronto Life Magazine, March 2016.
Tracey’s artwork has been juried into many prestigious North American exhibitions and has been
recognized with numerous awards, including the selection of a landscape for the permanent collection
of the US National Quilt Museum. Her work is held in private collections in North America and Europe.
Description
My process is detailed and painterly. Starting with a simple drawing, I lay out my composition in collaged
fabric. I then free-motion machine stitch with a longarm sewing machine, layering 30-50 different
colours of thread until the base fabrics essentially disappear and a complex tapestry results.
I’m often asked: “why choose textile as a medium?” I have been embroidering and drawing since
childhood and my work is an extension of those early interests. I love the depth and rich texture that can
be achieved better with textiles than any other medium.
I’m also asked: “how long does it take?” The simple answer is a long time. I am working with a single
sewing thread, sometimes by hand and other times by machine. While my longarm is large and
intimidating to some, it isn’t computerized. It requires a steady, practiced hand to guide as well as many
hours to layer the stitches to achieve my desired result. Thus, these works are all created “one stitch at a
time.”

Images are examples only and may differ from work that appears in the show.
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Will Lawler
Midhurst Ontario
email - willmlawler@me.com
Medium - Print
Artist’s Profile
Pointe au Baril through the lens of a lifer.
At 10 days old I was taken to High Pine, my grandfather's cottage (Bill
Lawler). With 24 years of coming to this paradise I have a comfort around
the lake, rocks but mostly the people who have helped me grow in my
home. You can find me socializing at the club, out kiting between shoals, or
tearing up the bay in some way with a bunch of beautiful people.
Pointe au Baril Resume:
Babysitting
Ojibway Camp Counsellor
Grocery Store Manager
Entertainer
Songwriter
Founder of Whaler Maintenace
Photographer
Enjoy!
Description
I am inspired by the way people come together to enjoy each others presence. I immerse myself in
situations that attract an interesting crowd and take it all in until I have to take a step back, process and
focus on how these experiences can translate into a form of art.

Images are examples only and may differ from work that appears in the show.
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Kate Leach
Toronto, Ontario
email - katoleach@hotmail.com
Medium - clay
Artist’s Profile
I have been a clay artist for almost 20 years,having graduated
with a Ceramics Degree from the National Art School in
Sydney,Australia.
An ongoing theme, I'm drawn to is to record the world around me through pictorial images and
symbols.
My process has been compared to the story-telling of a mandala.
And,in this series,I am telling the story of Georgian Bay,and what it means to me.
I've drawn inspiration from current and childhood, cottage days, hoping to convey that universal
nostalgia, passion and connection that we, who love, and resonate with this unique part of the world, all
share.
Recently, I have been exploring and working with handbuilt, sculptural work, which I hope to bring,
along with my daily ware, to the Ojibway Show this year.
Description
All my work is hand made from clay. It is painted, glazed and twice fired using vibrant colours, and
imagery to depict the feeling of summers spent here on Georgian Bay.
I make tableware that reflects the ease and comfort of cottage living...multi-functional, informal and
inviting to use. My imagery is drawn directly from the surroundings and lifestyle of the Bay.
White earthenware is my choice of clay body. It is warm, lighter and less dense, enabling it to better
retain temperatures- both hot and cold.
This year, I am introducing some sculptural, hand built pieces in a larger form that will also reflect the
inspiration of the rock, water and surroundings of Pointe au Baril.

Images are examples only and may differ from work that appears in the show.
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Marianne Leest Coughlin
Mulmur Ontario
email - marianne@ivyhillstudio.com
Medium - Watercolour, Pen and Ink
Artist’s Profile
I have lived and painted in Mulmur Township, on the Niagara Escarpment, for
the last 17 years. Mulmur, with it's wonderful hills, rocks and rivers, has been an inspiration to me.
I've also been fortunate enough to be able to spend many summers on a little island on Georgian Bay
with my family, enjoying all that Pointe au Baril and area have to offer.
I studied Art and Interior Design at Georgian College in Barrie, Ontario. I've gone on from there to study
Botanical Art for many years and have very recently received a Diploma from the Society of Botanical
Artists in the UK.
Description
"God is in the details", the quote from architect Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, both inspires and motivates
me.
I create my sketches and paintings with attention to the delicate details of nature, whether it is the
spiral pattern of a pinecone or the lovely effect of light and shadow falling on the petals of a flower
under the dappled shade of a magnificent old Maple tree.
I've been studying the art of botanical painting for many years now, but never tire of the details!
Just for fun, though, I enjoy a change by painting other things, such as old fishing lures!

Images are examples only and may differ from work that appears in the show.
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Suzannah Livingstone
Pointe au Baril, Ontario
email - suzannah3@mac.com
Medium - acrylic
Artist’s Profile
Suzannah works at her cottage 'Fiddlesticks' , on Tonches Island in Georgian
Bay, where she lives from June to September with her husband, Wendell.
Wendell and Suzannah have a small pottery studio- 'On the Rocks' , built
high on the rocks! Suzannah had classes in pottery and water colour at the
Longboat Key Art Center, when retirement allowed. She has since been taking classes at the Sarasota
Art Center during the winter months, in between golf, beach, bridge, and social activities. She signs her
work "Thomas".
She now enjoy painting with oils. It gives her the ‘punch’ she needs compared to water colours.
Description
My cottage garden at ‘Fiddlesticks’ inspires me with all the vibrant colours of the flowers - the
butterflies and bees busy enjoying the nector, and of course, our beloved hummingbirds. Movement is
a fascination: waves splashing on rocks or beaches, stormy seas, racing clouds, trees bending in the
wind.
There is nothing like cottage country to inspire us all, especially when the bear says ‘hello’ through the
bedroom window; the deer eat the hostas; the hares eat the lettuce; mink & chippies & moles &
squirrels
race all over the place and then come the children and grands!!! We are so fortunate to live such a
beautiful, full life.

Images are examples only and may differ from work that appears in the show.
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Nicole Lockett
Toronto, Ontario
email - nickymlockett@hotmail.com
Medium - Jewelry and Leather Baby & Toddler Moccasins
Artist’s Profile
Nicky Lockett, Toronto native, is the designer behind the successful Lockett
Jewels Collection established in 2007. Always interested in many facets of the arts and design Nicky has
worked in an array of fields but has always been passionate about jewelry design. Jewelry making began
at an early age and continued throughout university as a hobby. While working in NYC during the
summer of 2005 people began to take notice of her unique designs and she began to get orders for
customized pieces. In 2007 after finishing university and attending college for fashion design, Nicky
began working for a high end jewelry design company in Toronto where she was open to create unique
pieces and evolve her own personal aesthetic. Today Lockett Jewels is found throughout Canada and
the USA.
Locs Mocs Baby and Toddler Moccasin Company was born in 2014 when designer Nicky Lockett found
that there was a need for hip yet practical shoes for babies. The super cute baby Moc company evolved
from a mom making shoes for her own baby to a very successful line of genuine leather Moccasins
which can be found being rocked by many cool babes throughout Canada and the USA. Locs Mocs are
available for sales in many boutiques and online at www.locsmocs.com
Description
Lockett Jewels is a collection of handmade custom jewelry made from only the finest materials. Mixing
18K gold, sterling silver, leather, wood, diamonds, and semi-precious stones, the aesthetic is organic yet
refined, sometimes purposely rough and unpolished but paired with a sophisticated juxtaposition. Nicky
finds her inspiration from a variety of different outlets including her surroundings, other cultures, and
art. She is always on the lookout for concepts that are new and unique. The Lockett
Collection evokes a stylish casualness and ease that emulate Nicky's active outdoor
lifestyle. The jewelry is cool and effortless meant to be worn to a cottage dinner
party or an elegant city function.

Images are examples only and may differ from work that appears in the show.
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Jim Lorriman
Mulmur, Ontario
email - bpstudio@artscolony.on.ca
Medium - Wood
Artist’s Profile
I am a self-taught turner and have been creating pieces in my studio for
the last 20 years. Two US presidents and one member of the British Royal
Family have my work. I have instructed beginner turners through my
videos on Youtube. For more information go to
jimlorrimanwoodturner.com.
Description
I enjoy the challenge of seemingly doing the impossible. I create personalized pieces for my customers,
sometimes from wood that they bring to me. I take wood that has a story and make memorable pieces
from it. This is called magic. For more information go to jimlorrimanwoodturner.com.

Images are examples only and may differ from work that appears in the show.
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Leanne Mackle
Collingwood, Ontario
email - Leannemackle@icloud.com
Medium - Wood
Artist’s Profile
Leanne Mackle, a ski racing coach from Collingwood, ON started RESCUE in
2013. Working only with repurposed materials and using a subtle minimalistic
approach, Leanne is able to create unique one-of-a-kind pieces that suit
everyone's desire. Working with wood that might be otherwise disposed of,
Leanne is able to offer attractive pricing to her clients. During the winter months, the theme changes to
appeal to the ski country community.
RESCUE has appeared in House & Home Magazine, Cottage Life Magazine & on Breakfast Television.
Leanne was also asked to create the art for two Princess Margaret Dream Cottages.
Commissioned pieces upon request.
Description
I use simple art on various woods with striking colours to create
a modern rustic look for homes, chalets and cottages. The process of
repurposing rejected materials into unique works of art is satisfying.
Upcycling only makes sense in today's world.

Images are examples only and may differ from work that appears in the show.
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MaryAnne Macleod
Toronto, Ontario
email - boeckh_7@hotmail.com
Medium - Giclee Prints
Artist’s Profile
I studied at the Three Schools of Art in Toronto and then received a BFA
and a B of Ed from York University. I have shown my work in various
galleries and won the Popular Vote Award at the Tom Thomson Art
Gallery in Owen Sound several years ago. Just recently I was awarded First
Place in a painting competition at the American Gothic House Center in Eldon, Iowa. I work mostly in
watercolour and have pieces in a variety of private collections both here in Canada and in the United
States.
I am currently writing and illustrating a children's book that takes place on Georgian Bay, in the Pointe
Au Baril area. Many of you might recognize certain islands and channels in the paintings. Edith Bruckland
is one of the main characters in the story and she was very supportive of this project. Edie saw copies of
the first group of completed images. This tale is an adventure story and a true celebration of the Bay. It
will take me at least another year of work and perhaps two to complete this book. Because I have been
so busy with this story I have not had time to paint any other unrelated images. Upon request I am
including a couple of "sneak preview" prints from this book in the Ojibway art Show.
Description
Mostly I paint with watercolours though I occasionally use oils. My paintings tend to be very detailed
and sometimes I will work on a piece for several months. I paint landscapes, people, animals, interiors,
city scenes and though it usually is strongly representational I will sometimes slip into dream-world
colours and imagery. I am inspired by the northland so I often paint it, especially our beloved Georgian
Bay.
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Christie Matheson
San Francisco California
email - christie_matheson@yahoo.com
Medium - Watercolor on paper
Artist’s Profile
Christie Matheson is an author and illustrator based in San
Francisco. Her first children's book was published in 2013; since
then her three award-winning picture books have been translated
into 16 languages; she is currently working on her fourth. In
addition to her book illustration, she creates watercolor artwork
inspired by nature and by antique botanical, ornithological, and entomological illustration. She was
introduced to Georgian Bay by her husband, whose family has been spending summers in Pointe au Baril
since 1955, and when she is here in the summer she loves painting local plants, birds, and insects.
Description
Wherever I go, I am inspired by the details in nature: the beauty of a flower or fern, the magic of a little
bird, or the intricate pattern of a butterfly. I love focusing on a single living thing to celebrate how
stunning even the smallest natural elements can be. When I see something gorgeous (which happens
constantly if I am outside), I photograph it, learn as much as I can about it, then paint it in watercolor,
applying my loose interpretation of botanical or ornithological illustration.
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Pam McCowan
Georgian Bluffs Ontario
email - pamelamccowan@yahoo.ca
Medium - Oils and sculpture
Artist’s Profile
I left Toronto years ago to settle in Bruce County, and
found myself in a community of active and highly accomplished artists. Having retired from teaching
secondary and college level visual art in Ontario and overseas, I now have the time and energy to
indulge myself in my own painting and sculpture. I am particularly interested in creating figurative threedimensional pieces, as well as painting landscape compositions inspired by the local features of
Grey/Bruce and Georgian Bay. I lived and worked in the Middle East for four years and much of my
work was purchased by people from various countries.
My work can be seen at the Southampton Gallery and School, at various shows in Grey/Bruce, through
the Blue Mountain Foundation for the Arts in Collingwood, and at the Tom Thomson Memorial Art
Gallery in Owen Sound.
Description
My paintings, as mentioned in my bio, are inspired by the environment, in particular the rocks, trees and
water of the Pointe au Baril region, and the Niagara Escarpment. The character of landscape is complex,
and offers limitless aspects of colour, mood and levels of realism. I try to come up with compositions
which exclude human presence in order to honour the geologic character of the subject. Oil is my
medium of choice currently, having worked through watercolour, and pastel in previous years.
My clay sculptures, are like landscapes in that they have the same varying elements of mood and
realism. They are contemporary in style, sometimes whimsical and usually involve a stone (likely plucked
from our island).
My oils are usually unframed canvases, most of which are no larger than 24" x 36".
My sculptures are of fired clay, with varied surface treatments from metals to paints. Some may be
placed outdoors having been treated for weather resistance.
Having said that, they should not remain outdoors through the winter.
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Andy McDonald
Tampa, Florida
email - captandy@gmail.com
Medium - Photography
Artist’s Profile
As a tugboat captain and avid sailor, my life has been intimately connected to the water. My
photography of reflections (rock people) is an extension of that. I live in Tampa, Florida but I have been
spending summers in the archipelago and on Manitoulin Island all my life. As a young person growing
up, I collected old, discarded, cedar strip rowboats with my father, Pete, and watched as he painted
unique works of art on them. He took great pleasure in sharing them at the art show. My aunt, Mary
Ellen, was a talented artist in her own right. These people, along with a family friend, Benjamin, inspired
me to further explore the photographic arts and find the faces hidden in the rocks. I have a great love
and respect for the unique archipelago landscape. Slowing down to record it and take it all in has been
extremely rewarding. Furthermore, sharing the rock people has b
een a joy. Cottagers are often
delighted to see the images of rock people that inhabit the shoreline right next to their own docks!
Description
I take my photographs in the early morning while floating peacefully in my kayak, relying on calm water
to help capture surprising images. The rocks have stories to tell. Observers use their imaginations to
decipher the attitudes and personalities of the rocks and what they wish to impart. From the time we
are babies we take pleasure in seeing the faces of those we love. In the same way, I seek out the faces in
the rocks. It is humbling to connect with my surroundings in such a way. As I look at the rocks, they look
back at me. It is a reminder that the land does not belong to us, but that we belong to the land. Some
folks go people watching, but I paddle around the bay looking among the sweet grass for the rock
people. When I come back to Georgian Bay each year I truly am among old friends.
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Kara McIntosh
Nottawa Ontario
email - karamcintosh@me.com
Medium - oil on board, oil on canvas
Artist’s Profile
I have a BAH from Queen's University (1991) and an MSc in Rural Planning and
Development from the University of Guelph (1995).
I began drawing and painting when I first felt a real yet surprising tug towards
creativity after
being at home with my three young children, about nine years ago. Since then, I
have taken a number of painting, drawing and mixed media courses with the Art
Gallery of Ontario and The University of Guelph. I have participated in Open Studio programs with the
Huron Street Studio in Toronto and more recently, The Bay School of Art in Collingwood. I have also
taken workshops with artists including Carol Prior, Brian Care, Sarah Merry and Sara Sniderhan.
As an extension of my personal interest in fine art education, I co-created and ran a series of art classes
for children at our local community centre for many years in Belfountain, Ontario.
Description
I have spent most of my adult life living in and exploring rural Ontario. The time I spend outside
inspires me to deeply appreciate and feel connected to our landscape. I am particularly drawn to
expansive views where I can see the texture of rolling agricultural fields or the layered shapes of
Georgian Bay's rocks, trees and water, or feel the calm horizon where the sky meets the land
or water. I use paint to explore our vast landscape and express my interpretation of its textures,
shapes and colours.
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Peter McLennan
North York Ontario
email - peter@galleryinprint.com
Medium - Photography
Artist’s Profile
My interest in photography began as a child when my family and I would
embark on long road trips across North America. I would spend most of
my time looking out at the horizon wondering what was beyond or
when the mountains would appear. It was during one such trip to Inuvik
in the Canadian north that I began to experiment with my father’s Canon A1 camera. I have been
shooting ever since.
With my photos I attempt to combine my love of art history, photography, aesthetics and carpentry to
create large atmospheric landscapes that evoke modern interpretations of the sublime, a term often
associated with the romantic period to describe the spiritual relationship between nature, time and the
human soul.
While I have never completed a formal photography program, I have taken several courses at different
institutions that provided me with the necessary basics to hone my skills. Essential to the substance of
my work was my time spent completing a double major in Art History and Religion at the University of
Toronto.
I have been working professionally as a photographer and printer since 2008. Since then I have sold my
work to private and corporate collectors across Canada, the US and Europe.
Description
I'm motivated by my love of landscape and the ability to create emotional spaces within the frame of an
image. I love to explore with my lens and then experiment with the contrast, colour, and tone... etc. on
my computer. I try to create images that will inspire an emotional response from the viewer.
Wherever I go, I carry my camera with me and I will photograph whatever captures my interest. Some
days if the weather is remarkable, I will head out to find locations that work with the conditions. Once I
have taken a series of images I will then work on them on photoshop until I have found a compelling
aesthetic. I then proceed to do test prints to see how it looks on various papers and the quality of the
image once it's enlarged. Finally, I make a decision on what sort of media and framing method to use.
My photographs are always printed with high quality archival pigment inks.
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Lindsey McTavish
Nelson BC
email - lindseym.collections@gmail.com
Medium - felted and quilted wool and silk
Artist’s Profile
Toronto born Fibre artist Lindsey McTavish studied textile design at the
Kootenay school of Arts in Nelson B.C, followed by 2 years at the International
Academy of design in Toronto where she received her diploma in Fashion
Design.
Having a passion for all things fiber and textile related, Lindsey works with a
large range of themes and creates mostly 2 dimensional wall pieces by wet
felting wool and silk, and then quilting it. Her people, places, and more recently animals, come in various
shapes and sizes and are often mistaken for paintings, which is one of the reasons they are so intriguing.
she refers to these pieces as "feltscapes".
"My interests really lie in all things beautiful and Canadian...Art, Music, Fashion, Fiction...
Growing up, spending my summers on my families little island in Bayfield inlet, I have a great love of the
Canadian landscape."
Splitting her time between British Columbia and Ontario, Lindsey's work can be seen in galleries, shows ,
and exhibits across the country. She also has her own Canadian made clothing label called Lindsey M.
collections, which is sold in Boutiques across Canada. As a recent partner in the Craft Connection Gallery
in Nelson B.C, she can be found there on a regular basis, working in the store, and showing her work
year round.
To view some of the artists work, please visit her website at www.lindseym-collections@gmail.com
Description
My inspiration really comes from all over... Landscapes, people, places, animals, ideas, emotions, and
the drive to always get to the next level with my art. I get excited to introduce people who have never
been exposed to it, this odd, intriguing medium of Nuno wet felting that I'm completely fascinated with.
Wet felting is the process of bonding fibres together with hot water and soap and intense compression.
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Spencer Meany
Atikokan Ontario
email - spencermeany@gmail.com
Medium - Wood
Artist’s Profile
I was born and raised in Atikokan; a small town in Northern Ontario that has designated itself as the
Canoeing Capital of Canada. While my father worked in mining, his passion for our Canadian Voyageur
history and love of canoeing had him spending his spare time hand-crafting canoe paddles. He
continued to develop his artisan skills until he eventually started a small business called the XY Company
where he crafted canoe paddles on a more permanent basis. As I was growing up, there were times
when I would go with him to work to help out and learn. After finishing High School I received a full
Hockey Scholarship to St. Lawrence University in 1990. I graduated in 1994 with a degree in Sociology
and then played hockey in the East Coast Hockey League until obtaining an injury. Following this I
worked in the construction business until my father talked about retiring. As I have always had an
interest in woodworking and past experiences during my childhood, I returned home to learn the art of
paddle making. I worked along side my father perfecting and developing my skills as an artisan of
handcrafted canoe paddles for several years. Since 2000 I have continued to carry on his work and
craftsmanship, enhancing and expanding the product line. In 2011 I became the sole proprietor of the
XY Company, continuing to run a viable business and creating new paddle
designs of my own.
Description
Don Meany, my father, began the XY Company through a passion for our
Canadian Voyageur history & love of canoeing. He retraced the fur trade
routes in the 1967 race across Canada commemorating Canada’s Centennial
Year. This tremendous accomplishment initiated his pursuit of handcrafted
paddles. In 1990 he established the XY Company, producing excellent quality
handcrafted paddles; that were original works of art. Canadian history is reflected in
all Meany original paddles. Each style named after or related to the Canadian fur
trade/an explorer and bearing the words 'Meany original'. My aspiration is to
continue to carry on my father’s life work and our Canadian history. This motivates
my pursuit, as a craftsman, for the perfect paddle and product expansion. The
process begins by choosing wood types for the paddle shaft and handle. I cut the
wood down to a workable size and laminate the small wooden pieces together. I
rough shape the handle by eye using the band saw. The art of shaping the upper half
of the paddle begins with me course sanding it, then fine sanding it by hand. I then
choose the wood types and layout for the paddle blade and laminate the pieces
together onto the shaft. Once the glue dries I rough shape the blade, course sand it
and then fine sand it by hand. Once I see and feel that the paddle reflects my
art, I dip it by hand and hang it to dry. Each paddle is coated 3 times with me
hand sanding between each finish. All shaping and finishing is done strictly by
me alone, there is no hands-off stage in the process, no jigs or forms used,
everything is shaped by hand and by eye.
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Nancy Meier
Ann Arbor MI
email - nancy.meier@gmail.com
Medium - fabric purses, tote bags, aprons, napkins
Artist’s Profile
My husband Fred and I have been coming up to Ojibway for about 30 years and
renting Oakwood on Ojibway Island for about 24 years. For the academic year
of 2014-15, Fred and I lived and worked in Africa at the Mbarara University of Science and Technology
Medical School in Uganda where he taught and practiced pathology.
Walking to town each day, I admired the colorful patterned fabrics the women wear. Our Ugandan
housekeeper was a seamstress and together we purchased fabrics in the market to make pilates/yoga
mat bags, purses, aprons, tablecloths, napkins, and wine bags. For the last two years these items were
very favorably received at the Ojibway Art Show and I look forward to sharing more items with you
again this year. Your purchase of these practical and beautiful craft items will go to Dinah for her
children's school fees. Dinah has 5 children in school at the primary and secondary level and the Art
Show is my main fundraising activity for my project called "Sewing4School". I look forward to seeing you
in August!
Description
I am inspired to bring these practical Ugandan hand-crafted items to North America to share the beauty
of the fabrics and to do my very small part of helping one other woman and her children.
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Katie Myrans
Toronto, Ontario
email - kmyrans@yahoo.ca
Medium - fine silver
Artist’s Profile
I’m a Pointe-au-Baril-loving cottage girl through and through. I
spent the summers of my childhood at the cottage and as a
university student I was lucky enough to manage the Ojibway Club
Gift Shop for 5 summers. Since graduating with a B.A and M.Sc. from the University of Toronto in
Environmental Studies, I’ve worked for two consulting companies as an Environmental Planner and
Project Manager of environmental assessments and renewable energy approvals. I’m passionate about
our environment and have always been drawn to wild places and plants. As a child I gathered plants for
decoration and, later, I took a herbal medicine course and studied their health benefits. In 2015 I took a
jewelry course in silver metal clay (see below) and instantly fell in love with the medium because of the
way in which it captures the fine details in plants. There’s something magical about taking a soft lump of
clay and transforming it into solid silver that holds nature’s beauty. So I started a small jewelry company
called Amara Silver. The ancient Greeks used the word Amara to mean unfading and eternal. It seemed
like the perfect name.
Description
The pendants and earrings that I make are created from silver metal clay, a soft malleable clay which
consists of fine silver particles, an organic binder, and water. I use the silver in three different ways: 1) I
indent the clay directly with a plant (e.g., by rolling in a leaf or pressing in the centre of a daisy); 2) I
make a silicon mold of a plant and press the clay into the mold; or 3) I carve a design into rubber and
press the clay into it. After the pieces are dried and sanded they go into a kiln where the organic binder
burns off leaving pure sintered metal made of 99.9% silver (higher than sterling, which is 92.5%). The
pieces are then polished and some are oxidized to bring out contrast, after which they are polished
again. Each piece is handmade, unique and crafted with care. For me there is nothing like going for a
hike on a sunny day and finding the perfect plant or natural element to capture in silver.
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Brigitte Nowak
Toronto Ontario
email - info@brigittenowak.com
Medium - oil
Artist’s Profile
Brigitte Nowak lives in Toronto and spends summers on an island in
Georgian Bay. Her landscape and canoe paintings explore the nature of
reality and illusion, the interaction between the human and natural
worlds and the line between observation and comment.
Her work, included in private and corporate collections, has won awards in both Canada and the U.S.
Most recently, her work was included in the 2016 Ontario Society of Artists Open Juried Show, winning
an award. She is represented by several Ontario galleries, including the Red Canoe Gallery in Muskoka,
Haliburton’s Ethel Curry Gallery and Latitude 44 in Toronto. Her second solo show at Latitude 44 Gallery
("The Idea of Summer") will take place in June, 2017.
Description
Inspiration comes from the Georgian Bay landscape, water, in all of its diversity and symbolism, that
most Canadian of icons, the canoe, and the growing self-awareness of children and adolescents.
Paintings usually begin as an idea or mental image. I take lots of photos, often combining several to
achieve the composition that I want. A painting can take anywhere from a few days to a month to
complete.
Because canoes are a recurring theme, I bought an old red cedar strip canoe a few years ago (one of my
five canoes). Made by the Huron Indians in Quebec about 60 years ago, she leaks like a sieve, but she is
a great model, maintaining her composure through hours of painting time.
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Tracey Pawis
Parry Sound, Ontario
email - gzaagin@icloud.com
Medium - Quilled Art
Artist’s Profile
In 1965, she was born, Tracey Pawis; Boshdayosgaykwe, meaning the mornings
first burst of sunlight that comes over the horizon.
Boshdayosgaykwe (Tracey Pawis) was raised on Wasauksing First Nation,
Tracey finished high school in Midland mid 1980’s, continued on to post
secondary and completed her certificate in land surveying.
Worked as a consultant in computer aided drafting for engineering, surveying,
mechanical companies. Plans for Molsons, Honda, Stronic, Ainley & Assoc., City
of Barrie
Tracey sees her life as a series of challenges, opportunities, loss,
accomplishments, and perseverance.
Tracey has educated herself in Small Business, Counseling from ONECA,
Teaching & Training Teachers at Georgian College, Health & Social Services at
Georgian College, and Leadership skills with Carnagie and Klemmer &
Associates.
Sexual abuse, alcoholism, and impacts of 2nd generation residential school
were major challenges to overcome.
Through her latest experience of trauma in 2002, she has embraced her
uniqueness, reunited with her culture and heritage, chosen to live for all first
nations people, victims of abuse, her community and family.
Raising two magnificent boys has been amazingly rewarding. Tracey spent
time on band council, initiating hope and bringing clarity to community by
example.
Tracey has always been an artist and creative. Her love of traditional craft
and arts manifested itself in 2011 with the opening of G’zaagin art gallery.
In 2013, Tracey completed the responsibility to bringing forward a native art
installation “Walking With Our Sisters” representing murdered and missing
aboriginal woman & girls across Canada and the USA to Parry Sound
creating awareness. Tracey is now a part of the “Walking With Our Sisters”
National Team.
2017, Award win of the Herman Miller "Best Festival - New York" by The
Toronto Design Offset festival with a 12" fully quilled Quillbox.
Description
My culture is what inspires me. To know my history through the Elders in
my community. I have realized to be in the living and recognize the
resiliency within from a harsh history that First Nations have been faced
with through the past generations.
To know and understand myself, and live free. Family and the strength of
family also inspires me.
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Jerzy Pawlowski
Mississauga Ontario
email - jerzy@geomar.com
Medium - archival pigment digital print
Artist’s Profile
I was a rather late starter, and picked up a camera after completing my M.Sc. in Physics. I became so
fascinated with the capabilities of photographic medium that I quickly forgot about the long tedious
years at university for quite a few years. In the end, fine art photography became my lifetime love that
continues to grow.
I am a member of Gallery 44 in Toronto. I had three solo exhibitions. My photographs were shown in
exhibitions in Europe, and in both Americas. The most important for me was invitation to participate in
an exhibition, shown in the National Museum of Modern Art, located in the Centre Georges Pompidou
in Paris.
I enjoy working with a large format camera and printing black&white photographs in my darkroom. I
have also fully equipped digital "light room" for colour work.
Description
I am showing a portion of ongoing project, focusing on rock formations in the Georgian Bay area. By
concentrating on relatively small sections of formations, I am trying to highlight the extremely rich world
of shapes, structures, and patterns.
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Patricia Peacock-Evans
Hamilton Ontario
email - peacockevans@gmail.com
Medium - watercolour & graphite on paper
Artist’s Profile
Over the past 30 years, I have focused my artistic energies on work in
watercolour, graphite & ink line with wash. I also often combining
painting & drawing, which compliment each other within the same
work of art.
My work of strong colour, ranges from still lifes to landscape to interiors & much more. Although my
work definitely tends toward realism, many pieces often have a whimsical quality, sometimes with
drama.
I strive for lines that flow gracefully; for finding in colours a harmony to produce balanced intensity.
Shadow & light bring the pieces to life & when I have a feeling that it all “works” – I stop. I hope you
enjoy the result.
Much of my training is self taught, however I have studied at various art schools including Wayne State
University in Detroit, Palomar College in southern California & The Dundas Valley School of Art in
Ontario. I have received numerous awards including Best Watercolour Award at The Toronto Outdoor
Art Exhibition in 1998 and have had many solo shows & participated in many group shows. My paintings
are owned by many private individuals as well as a few institutions.
I have been a member of The Canadian Society of Painters in Watercolour since 2003.
Description
Harmony & intensity of colour, early & late day light, graceful line & composition and then there's the
drama & fun in the combining of objects..... "ordinary" & otherwise.
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Andrew Peycha
Collingwood, Ontario
email - Apeycha@hotmail.com
Medium - Oil on Board, Water Colours
Artist’s Profile
Andrew studied at Sheridan College for editorial illustration from
1992 to 1995. After graduating, he moved to Toronto to work as a freelance illustrator for publications
such as Globe and Mail, Harcourt Brace and Company, TheToronto Star and Young and Rubicam Canada.
In 2000 he left the field of illustration to pursue a full time career as a painter. He searches for the
harmony in patterns of colour, light and shape within his subject matter. His painting experiences have
led him to visit every province and territory across Canada as well as countries such as Australia,
Greenland and India. Andrew Peycha’s art is in many corporate collections throughout the world
including Club Intrawest, Goldman Spring Kichler Sanders, Hilborn Ellis Grant, F & P Manufacturing, Inc.,
Intrawest, Firm Capital, Moneris Solutions Toronto, W.D.R. Financial, Inc. It is in private collections
include works in major Canadian cities, Greenville SC, Palm Desert, California, Australia, and Europe. All
of these travels and art collaborations have created a significant 16 years of painting history and
structured Peycha’s signature landscape paintings with a bold palette and structured application.
Description
“Like the intricate images of a kaleidoscope, my paintings of the landscapes around me portray unique
visions of colour, shape and motion.”
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Rundi Phelan
Toronto Ontario
email - rundi@sympatico.ca
Medium - mixed media on canvas
Artist’s Profile
Rundi Phelan is a Toronto artist. She is an associate of The
Ontario College of Art and Design with a diploma in drawing &
painting. Rundi exhibits in galleries in and around Toronto and is
represented at Art Interiors. Her work has appeared in design magazines. As well as painting Rundi is
currently working with ceramics as well as lithography.
Description
The floral works represent beauty, and loss and they come from a very intuitive place. They are about
feelings. Although my work is representational, it is also about the action of painting, - brushstrokes with
drips and splatters, spray paint and charcoal. The work is about the outer and inner struggles that we all
grapple with throughout our lives.
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Peter Pook
Oakville Ontario
email - peterpook@bell.net
Medium - Oil on Board
Artist’s Profile
I was born into an artistic family of painters, writers and musicians. My mother,
a painter and portrait artist, had me studying art by age twelve. She also took
me plein-air painting with her for many years on St. Joseph's Island in the
North Channel.
I graduated from Carnegie Mellon University with a degree in painting, sculpture and design. I applied
my artistic training to a rewarding career in toy invention and design. I have been painting the North
Channel and Georgian Bay for over fifty years. My work has been shown at the McMichael and I have
been represented in four galleries around the greater Toronto area. My paintings hang in many personal
collections in Canada and the United States.
My summer studio is located in Snug Harbour, Ontario. Studio visits by appointment or by chance.
Commissions accepted.
(905-334-4884).
Description
I find dawn and dusk to be the most compelling times to paint. The cast shadows best highlight the
glacier polished rocks and windswept pines of Georgian Bay. Most of my small paintings are done from
my canoe in remote Bay locations.
I paint on hardboard and use a rust red or Paynes Grey gesso as my base. Sketching with charcoal allows
me to quickly establish my composition, make easy changes and establish core light and shadow areas. I
use an Alkyd White to mix with my other oil colours to speed drying time. Glazing often helps me modify
the tonality of the painting much like the lichen on the rocks adds unique patinas to them.
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Carol Prior
Chagrin Falls OH
email - cpriors@yahoo.com
Medium - water media
Artist’s Profile
Changing events in my life caused me to decide to start painting
seriously in 1989. I had diddled with painting over the years, but had
never really focused on it. I read books, attended a couple of
workshops and just painted. I did hundreds of paintings and had hundreds of failures, but became really
excited about it and continued to learn. It has become a major passion in my life.
The amazing beauty of this area is a continual source of inspiration for me. I can paint the same island or
the same canoe over and over and end up with a completely different interpretation each time. Painting
has really allowed me to see the beauty around me in a whole new way.
Description
My subject matter reflects people having fun as I do, sailing, picnicking, canoeing an kayaking. It tries to
capture the children messing around on docks in their brightly colored clothes and life jackets - it has to
do with the things, unique cottage things that we cherish during these warm summers- and I tie it
together with the incredible Georgian Bay scenery. People tell me that my paintings make them happy.
That is a great compliment.
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Rod Prouse
Tiny Ontario
email - rod@rodprouse.com
Medium - acrylic on panel
Artist’s Profile
bio 2017
Rod Prouse, a graduate of the Ontario College of Art exhibits mainly in
painting, printmaking, photo-based and video art.
His professional career has so far seen 34 solo exhibitions, and as many group exhibitions across Canada,
the U.S.A., England and Germany. Solo exhibitions have included such public institutions as the
McMichael Canadian Collection.
Over the years, he has received numerous teaching and project grants, as well as awards of recognition
for photography and design. His work is included in private collections in Europe, Asia and North
America.
His current paintings reference Canadian landscape in a refreshing contemporary style.
Rod lives beside Georgian Bay inspired by its wind, rocks and water.
Description
contemporary landscape.
Most of my life I have lived on the shores of Georgian Bay.
It is my inspiration.
images sent are watercolours from last season approx 11"X14"
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Kevin Roach
Toronto Ontario
email - roachtackle@sympatico.ca
Medium - Paintings and Mixed Media
Artist’s Profile
A self taught folk artist, I have been creating and selling my work in Ontario and across Canada for the
last 20 years or so. I try to pay tribute to the fish of this land and the people who spend time fishing for
them. Or at least spend time in the places that we associate with fishing.
Description
My art is a tribute to the Golden era of cottaging in Ontario and the outdoorsmen who ventured into
this part of the world to find a land unspoiled and beautiful. I try to conjure up the feeling of enticement
that came with the ads from 1930's Fishing Magazines and my own sense of humour and playfulness in
my folk art.
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Martha Roberts
Toronto Ontario
email - Marthaalroberts@me.com
Medium - Acrylic Paintings
Artist’s Profile
I am an acrylic artist focusing on Ontario landscapes. A lifelong creative, I
took up painting in 2008 after spending the prior twenty-three years as a
full-time mom to her four children. I am constantly inspired by the work
of my peers and teachers and continue to grow as an artist with each
piece.
In addition to painting, I am also enjoying my new passion of creating floor cloths and placemats. I am
an avid photographer and gardener, and loves spending most of my time outdoors with my dogs.
I currently reside in Singhampton, Ontario and travel to Florida in the winter months with my husband Al
and our four dogs, Cali, Abbie, Maggie and Gracie.
Description
With all of my children now gone, my passion of painting is what I can concentrate on now. It has been
a fun and rewarding experience. I have a studio at my home in Collingwood that I disappear to as often
as I can. I love and always have loved water and trees so that is usually my focus. Pointe Au Baril has a
special place in my heart.
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Abigail Sawyer
Los Angeles California
email - sawyer_abigail@hotmail.com
Medium - Watercolor, oil
Artist’s Profile
I have been drawing and painting all of my life. My focus in recent
years has moved to portraiture. I have always been drawn to the
challenge and the beauty of photo-realism. Although I occasionally
experiment and branch out with other mediums such as charcoal,
acrylic, and oil, l work most fondly with watercolor. My work has been featured in calendars, hung in
Children's hospitals, and has been shipped all over, including various US states, Canada, Israel, and
Mexico.
Description
I grew up in Colorado but I now live and work as an artist in LA. My style thus far has been mostly
photo-realism. I am drawn to figurative art and have been greatly inspired by the works of artists out of
both LA and New York. I am often commissioned to do pet portraits. Large watercolors of peoples'
beloved K-9 companions. I have always found this to be very rewarding work because of the deep,
heartfelt connections people often have with their pets, and the meaning that these portraits have in
peoples' lives. I hope to always draw inspiration from artists around me, while continuing to explore
and grow in my own style, always searching for that which feels the most joyful and expressive.
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Ted Sivell
Thornbury Ontario
email - tedsivell@gmail.com
Medium - 1.)wood, concrete, bronze,2.)drawings
Artist’s Profile
I grew up in Brampton in the 50's and had a pretty rural/small town
childhood. Mom was an amateur artist so there was a lot of playing with
plasticine and drawing going on.
I finished one year at the Ontario College of Art in the very early 70's but left to travel across the Sahara
to Timbuctoo (really). Art school seemed kind of silly after that so I wound up getting an Ontario
Agricultural College diploma instead but by graduation it was obvious that any actual farming and my
attention span would forever be at odds.
Since then I've worked in ceramics, illustration, 3D animation, museum models, masters for mass
production, as well as various non-arty jobs.
My new studio/gallery is in Thornbury just a short drive along the Georgian Bay shore from Collingwood.
Description
Since I was quite young I've been interested in the natural world. My current work
draws most of its subject matter from that area.
I also like the process of modeling and experimenting with materials. Originally I'd
been working in ceramics but as I tried doing a few bigger pieces it quickly became
obvious that things got way too heavy with every increased increment of volume. I'm
not getting any younger and my studio is up a flight of stairs after all.
It's taken a bit of trial and error to work out a formula right but now I use a lightweight
concrete putty that works as a modeling medium and can survive outdoor exposure.
Aside from going some way to dealing with weight considerations this new medium
symbolizes a smaller footprint approach to material culture. For example the sand and
gravel of conventional concrete is replaced by lightweight recycled glass granules. This cuts down
substantially on weight so bigger pieces are more manageable. I've started using reclaimed wood in the
pieces to help reduce weight further as well as adding some structural strength. That plus I like the look
of concrete and wood.
I'm also doing some drawing and have started painting to get a break
from dust and noise involved in putting a sculptural piece together.
It's all fun.
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Heather Stuart
Collingwood Ontario
email - heather.stuart@rogers.com
Medium - Watercolour
Artist’s Profile
Heather Stuart has spent her lifetime in many artistic endeavours and after a
career in the fashion field, she is enjoying retirement studying and painting
'watercolours'. Favorite subjects include landscapes in the Georgian Bay area
where she lives, and in particular the Collingwood and Pointe au Baril areas.
Heather exhibits annually at art shows at the Osler Bluff Ski Club and the Ojibway Club, as well as the
BMFA (The Blue Mountain Foundation for the Arts) art shows in Collingwood. Heather has served four
years on the Board of Directors of the BMFA.
Description
Half page size and a full page size framed watercolours of Georgian Bay scenery.
I love to paint the rocks, water, and bent pine trees that we have around us.
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Islay Thompson
Toronto Ontario
email - Islay.thompson@gmail.com
Medium - 18k gold plated chain/silver plated chain; cross-stitch
embroidery
Artist’s Profile
Islay Thompson began making these necklaces three years ago as a hobby, but quickly realized that they
were a hot commodity among her friends. The line has expanded into bracelets, necklaces, and
headbands in a variety of styles.
Islay is a former employee of the Ojibway Club, having worked in the day camp for two summers and as
the office manager for an additional two summers. She works as a genetic counsellor in Toronto. The
necklaces and bracelets come in a variety of styles, and are the perfect compliment to an outfit that
needs a little dressing-up.
Added to her display this year will be a collection of framed cross-stitch pieces, depicting summer
scenes, nautical flags, and the famous barrel on the point. Custom cross-stitch pieces will be available
for purchase as well.
Description
Crafting is the best outlet for my creative energy. These crafts have been such a joy for me, and I've
been completely inspired by how quickly my passion has grown over the past few years.
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Katie Trusler Ward
Aurora Ontario
email - katewarddesigns@bell.net
Medium - sterling silver, Swarovski silver, freshwater pearl, semi precious
stone
Artist’s Profile
Born in Toronto and went to high school at Branksome Hall. After
completing a four year program at the University of Western Ontario,
spent another four years doing the Communications and Design program at OCA (now OCAD). Worked
as a graphic designer in downtown Toronto for 6 years until my second son was
born. After my third son was born and off to JK I decided I wanted to do
something creative and to help with some of the ever increasing bills that come
with 3 growing and active boys! About this time we moved our family to Aurora
and back on a lovely (but now closed and soon to be developed potentially :( )
golf course. I have ALWAYS loved the simplicity and timeless elegance of sterling
silver jewellery and love to add other subtle elements to give the pieces more
interest style. I have had my business now for about 10 years and it is BOOMING
to say the least! It has also allowed us to afford my sons' the opportunity to
pursue their ski racing dreams (my middle son was on the Alpine Ontario Ski
Team this past season and travelled to France, Chili as well as across the US and
Canada to train and race) as well as their academic aspirations; I will have two
boys in unversity this year as my oldest enters into 3rd year at Laurier in
Economics and Political Science and my middle son has been accepted into the
Smith School of Business at Queens University. Our third son, who is 15, is
actually a far more talented artist than I ever was and shows all the markings of
doing well in ski racing as well and will likely end up at a good engineering school,
so likely I will be making and selling my jewellery for years to come... ;-)
Description
I like very simple pieces that are clean and classic. I love that women never take
my jewellery off and that they can wear it all the time, for any occasion. Without
sounding like a martyr, I think what motivates me is to make others happy; one of
the things I do when I meet someone or find out that someone is dealing with
cancer or a difficult situation, I hand stamp one of my pendants with their
children's names (if they have any) or an expression to motivate them, and give it
to them with a chain... I hope that this, in some small way, will help them through
their time of crisis, reminding them of all the good in their life and i do it because i
can and because it is more impactful to them then donating funds to a cause
(which I also do quite a bit) or a charity... My business is so busy that their is not as much time for too
much creative process but, when given the chance, I do like to source out new materials to work with. I
am also introducing other accessories such as stitched wraps which I make with my mother's 50 year old
sewing machine!!
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Jessica Vergeer
Parry Sound Ontario
email - jessicavergeer@gmail.com
Medium - acrylic on canvas, acrylic on wood
Artist’s Profile
Jessica Vergeer is a fashion designer and artist based in the Parry Sound region
of Ontario. Born in southwestern Ontario, her love for textiles led Jessica to Canada’s east coast where
she enrolled at the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design (NSCAD) and graduated with a Bachelor of Fine
Art degree.
The love of colour, texture, and pattern, that informs Jessica’s clothing
design also inspires her paintings. Working with acrylics on both wood
and canvas, Jessica strives to communicate a sense of calm in her
paintings – a peace that comes from the initial inspiration and carries
through the creative process.
In 2015 Jessica opened a summer pop-up gallery and dress shop in
downtown Parry Sound. Later that year she moved into a permanent
location at 18 James Street, a location that showcases her own fine
artwork, the fashions she creates, and work from other talented artists and artisans. Jessica recently
opened an additional painting studio in downtown Parry Sound where she creates work and teaches
painting classes. In 2017 Jessica was presented with the Entrepreneur of the Year award from the Parry
Sound Area Chamber of Commerce.
Jessica lives just outside of Parry Sound with her husband and business partner
Dan and their two young sons, Liam and Nolan.
Description
I find the primary inspiration for my work in the natural world around me and
most especially the landscapes around Eastern Georgian Bay where I live. I am
constantly inspired by the interplay of the rocks, water, trees and sky and how different a given place or
vista can look and feel at different times. Sometimes those timelines span days
or seasons, and sometimes just a single afternoon. The power of Georgian Bay
and the way its elements move the landscape never cease to amaze me and
provide no shortage of subject matter for my work.
From a process perspective, I typically create my acrylic paintings from photos
taken myself or by my partner Dan. With two young children and a business to
run I don’t often have time to paint en plein air. Instead, we regularly embark
on “adventures” throughout the region as a family and use our trips to as a chance to take photos and
experience a place. When we get home from these trips I typically begin painting immediately, while the
experience is still fresh in my mind. I begin by first creating small paintings on wood that help me to sort
my composition, colours and technique. These “miniature” sketch-style paintings are then used as the
study pieces for larger works on canvas. In some cases I will paint one miniature prior to moving on to a
larger piece, and in some cases I will paint three or four. If the miniature painting inspires me I then
move on to creating my larger works on canvas or wood.
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Brenda Webster
Toronto Ontario
email - brenda@brendatweel.com
Medium - cyanotype
Artist’s Profile
Brenda Webster Tweel is a lifetime artist who began showing her work in 2015. Most recently she was
artist-in-residence at the Reford International Garden Festival. She has a 22 piece Solo show opening at
www.lesmotstremblant.com on March 11th 2017 and running through to April 20th 2017.
Description
Brenda Webster Tweel is a cyanotype artist who plays with the structure of opposites: shadow and light,
presence and absence. . Her work with cameraless photographic processes breaks down the elements
of photography to its basics _ paper, sunlight, chemistry and chance.
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Jenn Wilkins
Collingwood Ontario
email - wilk4965@rogers.com
Medium - Acrylic Paintings
Artist’s Profile
Jenn graduated from the University of Western Ontario with a Bachelors
Degree in Fine Arts in 1986. Shortly thereafter she traveled throughout Europe ,
Africa and the Mediterranean only to return to Capetown South Africa where she lived and her passion
for painting escalated. Jenn continued to paint through the 1980’s and 90’s in between raising her family
and taking many art workshops when she could find the time. Upon moving to Collingwood a couple of
years ago she decided to become a full-time artist, currently working out of her studio along with 9
other artists housed above the Tremont Café on 80 Simcoe St. in Collingwood Ontario.
Jenn has shown in the Cabbagetown Festival, Oakville Art in the Park, Toronto show in Leslieville, 918
Bathurst Art Market, is currently showing in Oliver and Bonancini Restaurant located in
the Westin Trillium House, and Bayview Village Toronto.
Her artwork has been featured in many issues of Southern Georgian Bay House and
Home, most recently in the 2017 Winter issue. Additionally, she is one of twelve artists
who were contacted to be featured in the Christies International Real Estate Chestnut
Park calendar.
Jenn Wilkins work is internationally sought after to fill a variety of spaces; from
Financial Institutions to high-rise condo’s, residential , and Georgian Bay cottages.
Additional gallery exposure, includes the Tom Thomson Art Gallery and Quest Art
School + Gallery, The Loft Gallery, Ridgewest Gallery ,Randsom Art Gallery, and Awol
Gallery with most of her work being sought after by repeat clients and designers.
Description
Jenn's use of a vivid palette is in her own words: '....the best way I can express the
interplay of my emotional response to my visual experiences.' Her intuitive style
depicts fluidity but the process is quite deliberate. She is passionate about colour
and the beauty life has created for us to experience.
Inspirations come from emotions created from living and spending many summers
on wonderful
Georgian Bay.
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